
Startling images have been leaked 
showing Australia’s next America’s Cup 
challenger practicing against the AC72s 
at the New York Yacht Club. Veteran 
yachting reporter Bert Stankler has been 
covering this explosive story. ‘When I 
first heard the story break that Australia 
would be competing for the Auld Mug 
in a J24 I was straight on the phone to 
Bob Oatley, he said the oversupply of 
wine worldwide has hit the bottom line 
of many wine producers, they needed 
to change their strategy as their budget 
for the Cup challenge was trimmed 
from $100 million to under $20k so J24 
became the obvious choice.’

The leaked images clearly show the J24’s 
downwind performance superior to 
the traditional AC72 boats. A new keel 
design is said to be the driver behind 
the J24’s exceptional downwind speed 
although as the inset image shows it is 
top secret.

The New York Yacht Club has circled 
the wagons and called in their lawyers 
to challenge the legality of the challenge. 
When contacted, NSW State measurer 
John Crawford was clearly rattled by the 

development saying ‘Ive got a s__tlaod 
of boats from Cronulla to measure for 
the State titles in November and now I 
have lawyers crawling up my a__e!’

Stankler called the office of Sandy Oatley 
but was given a stern ‘no comment’ and 
all questions to be directed to sailing 
manager Neville Scallop. When pushed 
on the story Scallop admitted that the 
J had many advantages over the AC 
boats, ‘the J will point higher and has 
more room for a 6 pack than its rivals’. 
He added ‘you could take the J out for a 
cruise around the Harbour in comfort 
while the AC’s presented logistical 
problems’.

Further intrigue was added when 
Scallop was quizzed if front runner 
Slingsby would be the tactician for the 
event as there had been some locker 
room talk that Arthur ‘The Silver Fox’ 
Crothers would be his replacement. 
A stammering Scallop stumbled over 
his words and said there had been no 
final decision. We contacted Slingsby 
for comment and he replied ‘look there 
will be no hard feelings towards Arthur 
if he gets the nod, our careers have 

mirrored each other, we went through 
dinghies together although I was 6 
and he was 55, if he gets the job good 
luck to him’. Further evidence that the 
decision to go with Crothers was a done 
deal was the fact that the ‘Black Prince 
of Sandringham’ Dave Suda would be 
steering Arthur’s boat at the NSW State 
Titles and Suda would definitely skipper 
Oatley’s America’s Cup challenge.

National J24 Association president 
Simon Grain has campaigned for many 
years that the J24 was an underestimated 
asset, ‘J24s can race, they can cruise, 
they’re comfortable and at a fraction 
of the cost of their rivals, the problem 
is that they’re not seen as sexy and the 
America’s Cup challenge will definitely 
bring sexy back’. In Simon’s words 
‘America’s Cup needs J24 and J24 needs 
the America’s Cup – it’s a marketers 
dream’.

With the NSW J24 State Titles to be 
held at Royal Prince Edward Yacht 
Club on November 1st and 2nd some 
racing insiders believe this event may 
determine the final challenger.


